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[1] In the solar wind, STEREO occasionally observes
mirror-mode storms, periods in which small amplitude
waves suddenly appear and persist for hours. Two triggers
of these storms are high-plasma beta and weak shocks, both
consistent with conditions for the growth of mirror-mode
waves. The appearance of these waves is quite distinct
from the isolated mirror-mode structure that is frequently
seen in the solar wind. They have not been reported
previously. Here we show three examples of their
occurrence. Citation: Russell, C. T., X. Blanco-Cano, L. K.

Jian, and J. G. Luhmann (2009), Mirror-mode storms: STEREO

observations of protracted generation of small amplitude waves,

Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L05106, doi:10.1029/2008GL037113.

1. Introduction

[2] Mirror-mode waves form when the perpendicular
pressure exceeds the parallel pressure in a magnetized
plasma, and are found in a wide range of solar system
plasmas. Mirror-mode waves have been observed from as
close to the Sun as spacecraft have gone, and out as far as
Saturn [Russell et al., 2008]. They are seen both at low
ecliptic latitudes and high [Winterhalter et al., 1994].
Usually these structures consist of isolated dips in the field
magnitude that can reach close to zero field strength.
Sometimes, small groups of these deep ‘‘holes’’ appear
together. Their apparently simple evolution with radial dis-
tance suggests that once formed, they undergo little dissipa-
tion. They have also been observed at comets [Russell et al.,
1987], behind the Earth’s shock [Russell and Farris, 1995],
in the planetary magnetosheaths [Joy et al., 2006], at Io
[Russell et al., 1999], and in the Saturnian magnetosphere
[Russell et al., 2006]. They grow for the same anisotropy as
ion-cyclotron waves and often compete with ion-cyclotron
waves for the available free energy [Gary, 1992]. There are
conditions under which the mirror-mode wave growth rate
exceeds that of the ion-cyclotron waves, namely high-beta
conditions in a multi-component plasma [Russell and Farris,
1995], but most often, the conditions favor ion-cyclotron
wave growth. Even so, especially when the free energy
source is continually replenished, both modes can grow
simultaneously, and the mirror-mode can become dominant
because its damping rate is slower than that of the ion-

cyclotron waves. Further, ion-cyclotron waves propagate,
while mirror-mode waves simply go with the flow, so the
two wave modes can separate after generation. Simplified
kinetic theory predicts that the mirror mode is unstable

when (P?
Pk
) > 1 + 1

b?
, where P is the plasma pressure, b is the

ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, and ? and k are the
perpendicular and parallel components. Unfortunately, this
relationship cannot currently be tested here because the
STEREO plasma instrument has not yet provided anisotropy
data for solar wind ions. It has been verified for large
magnetic holes using Ulysses data [Neugebauer et al., 2001].
[3] In their initial operation during solar minimum, the

STEREO spacecraft have encountered a very different type
of mirror-mode wave with prolonged small amplitude
oscillations. The purpose of this paper is to report the
discovery of this new manifestation of mirror-mode waves
with the STEREO magnetometers [Acuna et al., 2008] and
discuss the circumstances of their generation. Because of this
persistence and the large number of structures encountered,
we refer to these intervals as storms.

2. Observations of Mirror-Mode Storms

[4] On rare occasions, instead of appearing as isolated
deep depressions in the field magnitude, small mirror-mode
waves persist for hours in the STEREO magnetic records.
An example is shown in Figure 1, which provides context
for the following high-resolution figures. At this time,
STEREO A was entering the leading edge of a weak SIR
when the plasma density increased from 5 to 40 for a period
of almost four hours as measured by the PLASTIC ion
spectrometer [Galvin et al., 2008]. We identify mirror-mode
waves by their purely compressional nature and character-
istic waveform. As shown below at much higher resolution,
the field flips between two states of different beta with
absolutely no transverse component. The appearance of
mirror-mode waves was simultaneous with the entry into
the high-density, high-beta plasma accompanied by a de-
pressed field region. Given the same anisotropy outside and
inside the high beta region, this increase in beta could easily
destabilize the growth of the mirror mode. We note that
even though the same pressure anisotropy supports the
growth of ion-cyclotron waves as well as the growth of
mirror-mode waves, no evidence of ion-cyclotron waves
is found here. In fact, we would not expect to see ion-
cyclotron waves at such a high plasma beta value based on
an earlier study of the growth of mirror-mode and ion-
cyclotron waves downstream of the bow shock for high beta
[Russell and Farris, 1995]. At beta values above 3 for
normal solar wind, with an alpha-particle composition of
4%, mirror-mode waves dominate downstream of the
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Earth’s bowshock, possibly because the ion-cyclotron
waves are heavily damped.
[5] Figures 2 and 3 show measurements of the mirror-

mode waves obtained by the IMPACT investigation’s burst-
mode system. These 32 Hz samples resolve well these
short-lived, small amplitude waves. Figure 2 is obtained at
the very beginning of the mirror-mode wave event. Figure 3
is obtained at the end of the snapshot. The remaining data
were sent at 8 Hz. Except near the beginning of the event
shown in Figure 2, the waves evolve not by changing
amplitude, but by changing duration in one or both of
the two magnetic states and the length of time to repeat

an up-down cycle. In contrast to the more isolated mirror-
mode structures, these waves always return to a common
‘‘floor’’ field strength. These waves almost appear artificial,
but they are natural. They are purely compressional fluctu-
ations, independent of the direction of the interplanetary
magnetic field relative to the spacecraft orientation. We note
that we see both ‘‘upgoing’’ magnetic mesas as shown here,
as well as downgoing magnetic holes. These two signatures
are both characteristic of the mirror-mode instability in the
magnetosheath (see Joy et al. [2006, Figure 1] for examples
of both). However, this is the first observation of the
upgoing ‘‘mesas’’ in the solar wind. These waves do not
resemble the slant-walled structures of Buti et al. [2001].
[6] A second way to destabilize wave growth, in addition

to an increase in beta, is an increase in anisotropy due to the
passage of a shock through the plasma. Figures 4 and 6
show examples of this. These shocks were associated with
the leading edge of stream interactions and increased the
perpendicular pressure relative to the parallel pressure. In
Figure 4, the mirror mode waves begin immediately upon
the shock crossing at 0016:30 UT on December 16, 2007.
This shock is so weak, however that it made very little

Figure 2. Three components of the magnetic field and the
total field strength for the initial onset of the mirror-mode
waves in Figure 1, but using 32-Hz sampling obtained
with burst mode sampling. Data have been rotated into the
principal axis system.

Figure 3. Three components of the magnetic field and the
total field strength at a cadence of 32 Hz using the end of
the burst-mode data. At this time, the waves are steadier
than those in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Magnetic field strength during the period that
small amplitude mirror-mode waves appeared at STEREO
A on February 25, 2007. These data were obtained at 8 Hz
cadence. The perturbation is purely compressional. This figure
provides context for subsequent high-resolution figures.

Figure 4. Mirror-mode onset immediately after the
passage of a weak shock across STEREO B on December
16, 2007. Note the break in the vertical scale.
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change in the plasma conditions that were a steady ion flow
velocity of 370 km s�1; a density that changed from 11 to
15 cm�3, a temperature of 35,000 K changing to 36,000 K
and a beta of 3.0 remaining roughly constant. A sample of
waveforms before and after the shock passage is shown in
Figure 5 that presents 30 s of magnetic field magnitude
every 2 minutes until 0025 UT. The waves ceased soon after
this time. During this event, the waves mainly are depres-
sions or holes descending from a nearly constant level.
Anisotropy measurements are not available at this time.
[7] In Figure 6, the mirror mode onset is delayed for

about seven minutes after the passage of the shock. Here the
solar wind ion bulk velocity is about 306 km s�1; the

density is about 10 cm�3 and the ion temperature rises from
about 15,000 k to 20,000 k. The total beta of the plasma is
about 4 through this interval. As can be seen in Figure 7,
these mirror mode structures are mainly risers initially, but
by the end of the events, the structures are mainly holes in a
nearly constant field magnitude.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

[8] We have shown here clear evidence for the generation
of small amplitude mirror-mode waves at times of high
plasma beta conditions. These waveforms differ very much
in amplitude and waveform from the isolated mirror-mode
structures with large dB/B [e.g., Russell et al., 2008].
Perhaps there is an evolutionary path between the two.
We know from Earth magnetosheath observations that
waves can be generated behind the shock, and grow as they
are convected toward the magnetopause [Russell and
Farris, 1995]. Perhaps, too, these solar wind waves evolve
as they are carried outward. If the evolutionary path of these
waves is to grow in dB/B and decrease in number, it is
possible that interplanetary shocks do generate some of the
observed stronger isolated mirror-mode waves that we see at
other times. We need to test this possibility with either
theory, models, or during spacecraft alignments. In the
events studied here, there appeared to be a constant floor
value for the magnetic field strength. Finally, we note that
quite unlike the growth in the low beta conditions of the
Saturnian magnetosphere [Russell et al., 2006], there is no
evidence here for the contemporaneous growth of ion cyclo-
tron waves. Lastly, as demonstrated here, the burst mode

Figure 5. Six 30-second segments of the magnetic field
magnitude at 8 Hz cadence every two minutes from before
the shock shown in Figure 4 to near the end of the event.
Each segment begins at the UT time specified in the panel.

Figure 6. Mirror-mode onset shortly after the passage of
a weak shock across STEREO B on January 29, 2008.

Figure 7. Six 30-second segments of the magnetic field
magnitude at 8 Hz cadence selected from before the onset of
the mirror-mode waves shown in Figure 6 to near the end of
the waves to illustrate the evolution of the waveforms.
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data provided by the IMPACT instrument suite will enable
us to study the structure of the interplanetary magnetic field
in unprecedented detail.
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Aeronautics and Space Administration under NASA grant NAS5-00133.
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